Question #5 - Scientists "don't know" Anything about Creation - Part 2

A Kosmos Zodiac Projection
Dating the Apocalypse is not allowed in most Christian churches thus God wrote his creation story also in
the zodiac constellation sky even duplicated in nature. Investigating science we find similar analogies in
DNA, atoms, plants, animals and bacteria, as Life is fueled with infinite energy running the Kosmos like
billion x billion complex machines with intricate intelligence. Life is still a mystery, but it can be explained
by the oldest book the Bible, now revealed in many YouTube videos to amplify Bible Truth.
View Sign in the Heaven [Revelation 12]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1y_hLqVXf4
My previous answer to a flat earth video vs. the Globe Theory seems to be more complex to marry together a
paradox. Maybe should view a zodiac star pattern from a 360° horizon with a Flat Earth in the middle dated
by somebody discovered 23 September 2017. It aligns with the constellation Virgo to fulfill a mystery. A
flat earth could resemble Antares pictured in (Babushka Egg #5 page 53), on the edge of the Milky Way
galaxy, or take a big melon and place a penny on it matching a flat earth theory now linked to Prophecy.
Many YouTube videos prove what was postulated in 14 free Babushka egg concept books and Pearls that
collected many science facts embedded in the Bible. Atheistic universities totally suppress truth and no
longer teach true science, being converted to deception and lies, like satellites hanging on helium balloons.
On a smaller version, the Hubble Telescope is operated from a stabilized platform of a highflying airplane.
The stratosphere could be covered by an insulating dome of frozen lighter air atmosphere of HydrogenHelium to protect life, which makes sense in old-fashioned Physics. My grandkid knows that lies have short
legs as the next generation will be totally different ruled by righteous governments being educated by Yeshua
the King of Kings, who created heaven and earth. When he visits earth again, most will not survive his wrath.
If you think you have seen it all…Flat Earth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxWUn2tvQn4
Once more, the Bible-Genesis reports there was “infinite” light on the first day from an unknown Kosmos
energy source somewhere radiating in space that cannot be seen by our mortal eyes; hence science postulates
dark energy. It soon gave birth to the Time Dimension when the electromagnetic resonance energy slowed
down becoming visible light. Fraunhofer discovered spectral frequency lines linked to the time dimension
creating evening-morning clock cycles in Gen. 1:5. In predawn history the Aztec-Mayan culture measured
zodiac star positions moving a 5125-year Procession of the Equinox, which shows an earth axis wobble tilt
related to Alderabim, Teu Hercules, Vega, Thuban, and north-star Polaris. An asteroid created earth axis
wobbles during Noah’s time (2288 BC-JC), exponentially declining to end in to a single fixed wobble of
23.5° on 21 December 2012 Gregorian calendar forgotten in global atheistic universities.
Our earth seems to be located on the edge of the Milky Way galaxy moving along the zodiac as observed on
earth. I postulate that perhaps the earth is big like Antares and the sun is tiny, but nuclear hot circling around
to create a flat earth hole surrounded with ice bathed in Kelvin cold. The ice-free water hole became oceans
with protruding continents that were ripped apart by an asteroid during Noah’s time (2288 BC), as pictured in
Babushka Egg #7 (10-10-10) What is the Time Dimension (Page 31). The sequence pictures were copied
from a German science book (1964) matching the flat earth map projected in the biblical creation report. An
infinite Genesis light is an invisible space fuel that grew tropical vegetation on the third creation day
preserved in coal seams everywhere. Perhaps a moving Jupiter generated night-day cycles on earth during
the Genesis time period to block space energy creating an ice time. The video shows a sun and moon orbit
later moved on the fourth creation day in front of the earth. Originally, it turned seven times faster to preserve
a vegetation ecosystem and give mankind clocks to measure time, as exhibited by many museum artifacts.
Later, the earth got hit by an asteroid, slowing down the velocity year-day cycles of the flat disc with a
different solstice pattern to one wobble explained in some published Babushka Pearls. That could embellish a
compromise theory with extra knowledge interlinked with many Torah-Bible paradoxes. God’s Plan for
Mankind is now much better revealed thanks to the Internet collecting knowledge, but it is much bigger in
scope, as mankind will no longer be ruled by Satan and his demon possessed helpers ending this civilization,
which became absolutely evil once more. I hope you will survive God’s Wrath. Better yet, ask Yeshua-Jesus
for forgiveness to receive Eternal Life. When history is traced with true science, one can understand the
Torah-Bible better, which can forecast the date when God’s Kingdom will start after 23 September 2017, a
Jewish holiday Rosh Hashanah confirmed by Babushka eggs and Pearls matching many web-videos.
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